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Europeans more inclined to pay electronically. They are eagerly 

awaiting the end of the pandemic 

 

Experiences surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic have made Europeans more 

inclined to pay electronically. This is confirmed by almost 80% of the participants in 

the study "Has COVID-19 affected European shopping habits?", commissioned by 

EVO Group companies in 7 European countries, in which they operate, including 

Hungary. Visa became a partner of the study, inter alia, Hungary. It was carried out 

by ARC Rynek i Opinia research institute. 

The pandemic has further accelerated the changes in shopping and payment behaviour, 

which have been visible for several years now, both in Hungary and abroad. Among 

methods of payment in traditional stores, payment cards (95%) and cash (98%) have the 

largest group of supporters in our country. However, a difference can be seen in 

declarations as to the future use of these forms of payment. As many as 23% of the 

respondents expect to use card payments more frequently after the pandemic, with only 

7% indicating that they will do so less frequently than before the pandemic. In the case of 

cash, the trend is reversed - only 11% of the respondents declare using it more often, and 

more than twice as many respondents (27%) intend to use it less often. Additional findings 

from the survey indicate that during the pandemic we missed travel, socializing, and 

entertainment activities the most.  

"Our survey also shows that this trend will continue to grow, especially since Hungarians, to a 

greater extent than other European nations, are convinced that the ability to pay for a service 

by card or using cashless alternatives is an expression of meeting their expectations in terms 

of convenient customer service. It can be seen that providing access to their preferred payment 

methods is no longer treated as an expression of being state-of-the-art, but is becoming an 

expected standard. This is an important tip for companies providing modern payment 

solutions, such as eService. Their role is now not only to provide reliable and secure services, 

but also to make them even more friendly and comfortable," believes Joanna Seklecka, CEO 

of eService.  

How did the pandemic affect shopping habits in Hungary? 

Due to numerous restrictions and the closure of many physical points of sale during the 

pandemic, Hungarians have come to lean towards online shopping. 23% of the 

respondents intend to buy online even more often, while 59% wants to do it as often as 



before. When shopping online, as much as 19% Hungarians are more likely to choose card 

payments. In Hungary, fast transfer is not as popular as in other countries, and the 

pandemic is unlikely to affect its use. However, payments on delivery are more popular 

in Hungary than in other countries. Especially in the case of card payments, it is 

noticeable that almost 1/5 of Hungarians plan to pay this way more often after the 

pandemic (it’s more compared to other countries). 

A change is also observed in terms of payment methods used in traditional stores. 23% of 

Hungarians declare that they will pay by card more often and only 11% want to use cash 

more often. In Hungary, 15% of respondents will be shopping in traditional stores more 

often than before the pandemic, and 71 % want to shop there as often. 

Consumers’ attitude to payments in other European countries 

The new habits of buyers are also noticeable in other European countries. 

“For people across Europe, making cashless payments is no longer just a convenience but a 

necessity. More than 80% of Visa in-store payments on our continent are now contactless. We 

are glad that, together with our partners, we get to help small businesses in Europe adapt to 

their customers’ new shopping preferences, while enabling consumers to pay in the way 

they deem most suitable,” said Ede Kiss, Country Manager for Hungary at Visa.  

In terms of the dominant payment preferences and purchasing behaviour, the survey 

shows three main consumer segments. The largest group, i.e. almost half of the surveyed 

Europeans, can be described as Payment Switchers – they pay both in cash and 

electronically, and the experience gained during the pandemic convinced them to buy 

online more often. The second segment (31% of respondents) are Modern Contactless 

Payers. They prefer to pay using electronic methods and most of them say that digital 

payments will dominate in the future. The smallest segment (21% of respondents in 

Europe) are Cash-Oriented Traditionalists. 

"The wide availability of modern methods of payment provided by EVO Group enabled 

Europeans to better handle the burdens of the restrictions and limitations in place during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. They felt like they were able to shop safely, pay using cashless alternatives 

and thus reduce the risk of contracting the virus. Convenience and safety of such shopping 

made many people convinced of the necessity and user-friendliness of these solutions. I believe 

that the changes that have taken place in our shopping habits are irreversible. We easily get 

used to good things, which is why we are working intensively to make modern electronic 

payment tools even more accessible," said Darren Wilson, President of EVO Payments 

International, responsible for the European market. 

Representatives from all the three segments admit they want to shop physically rather 

than online more often once the pandemic has ended. Availability of card payment is one 

of the factors that encourage more frequent visits to local grocery stores, bakeries, bars 

and restaurants. 



 

The report can be downloaded from https://www.hu-eservice.com/en/research  

 

*** 

 

Centrum Elektronicznych Usług Płatniczych eService Sp. z o. o. (www.eservice.pl) is the leader in the 

market of payment card acceptance and clearance of electronic transactions in Poland. For more than 20 

years, it has enabled reliable acceptance of cashless payments at mobile and stationary service points, shops 

and retail chains. It is also the provider of a modern payment gateway and solutions for e-commerce and m-

commerce. It is the only company in the Polish payment industry to guarantee security and the highest quality 

of services confirmed regularly by the TUV ISO 9001 and PCI P2PE certificates. It stands out with Poland's 

biggest proprietary service network, and its Merchant Service Centre available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 

providing support to customers from Poland and 11 foreign markets on which it operates. eService supports 

the promotion of cashless payment methods in small and medium-sized enterprises as well as in local 

government units and public institutions. Thanks to a special, expanded offer made available in the Non-Cash 

Transaction Support Programme - Cashless Poland, it is the service provider most often chosen by its 

participants. With their convenience in mind, the company has also launched a portal www.bezgotowki.pl, 

through which it helps Polish entrepreneurs to start accepting cashless payments - in traditional shops and 

online.  

Centrum Elektronicznych Usług Płatniczych eService Sp. z o.o. is part of EVO Payments International (66%) 

listed on NASDAQ and PKO Bank Polski (34%).  

 

EVO Payments, Inc. (NASDAQ: EVOP) is the leading provider of payment technologies and services available 

in more than 150 currencies, in more than 50 markets worldwide. EVO offers a range of innovative, reliable 

and secure payment solutions for entrepreneurs, ranging from small and medium-sized enterprises to 

international corporations and organisations. As a fully integrated acquirer and payment processor, EVO 

provides competitive solutions that promote business development, increase customer loyalty, and increase 

the security of processed data. 
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